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Abstract: In this paper, we present a novel information processing architecture for
safe deep learning-based visual navigation of autonomous systems. The proposed
information processing architecture is used to support a perceptual attention-based
predictive control algorithm that leverages model predictive control (MPC), con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs), and uncertainty quantification methods. The
novelty of our approach lies in using MPC to learn how to place attention on rele-
vant areas of the visual input, which ultimately allows the system to more rapidly
detect unsafe conditions. We accomplish this by using MPC to learn to select
regions of interest in the input image, which are used to output control actions
as well as estimates of epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty in the attention-aware
visual input. We use these uncertainty estimates to quantify the safety of our net-
work controller under the current navigation condition. The proposed architecture
and algorithm is tested on a 1:5 scale terrestrial vehicle. Experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm outperforms previous approaches on early de-
tection of unsafe conditions, such as when novel obstacles are present in the navi-
gation environment. The proposed architecture is the first step towards using deep
learning-based perceptual control policies in safety-critical domains.
Keywords: Safe Imitation Learning, Anomaly Detection, Uncertainty Quantifica-
tion, Bayesian Neural Networks, Perceptual Control, MPC, Autonomous Driving
Supplementary video: https://youtu.be/-Zmi0HCvM9I
1 Introduction
For autonomous systems to be able to operate in uncertain environments, they have to be equipped
with robust decision-making capabilities using a variety of perceptual modalities including vision.
Recent advancements in Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning, have facilitated the development
of algorithms that integrate perception and control in a holistic fashion. The resulting perceptual
control policies offer unique capabilities with respect to generalization, representation, and perfor-
mance in tasks such as vision-based navigation.
Prior work on vision-based navigation mostly relies on object detection and segmentation. Recently,
Shelhamer et al. [1], Ren et al. [2], He et al. [3] showed improved performance in instance segmen-
tation where both object detection and semantic segmentation is handled. Proceeding this vision
step, path planning/trajectory optimization is performed followed by control.
Alternative methodologies for performing vision-based navigation are via Imitation Learning (IL),
also referred to as learning from demonstration. In the IL framework, the learning algorithm has
access to an expert policy to take advantage from. This expert policy can come, for instance, from
human demonstrations or Model Predictive Control (MPC). For the autonomous driving task, Bo-
jarski et al. [4] proposed an approach for learning to drive a full-size car autonomously directly from
vision data. Moreover, Pan et al. [5] accomplished high-speed autonomous driving via an end-to-end
IL approach using DAgger [6] algorithm.
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Nonetheless, the tremendous success of these methods cannot diminish the importance of safety.
In particular, safety is a crucial topic in domains with long-tailed input distributions, such as in
navigation where novel objects can appear in the visual input. Our previous work [7, 8] addressed the
problem of incorporating safety into end-to-end trained controllers via Bayesian Neural Networks
(BNNs). By using BNN’s ability to output distributions of its predictions, we were able to quantify
the uncertainty in the control output of our network policy. When encountering unseen data in the
long tails, our BNN policy would output high-variance (high uncertainty) distributions. This, in
turn, enabled the system to pass the control authority to a safe expert before the end-to-end trained
controller failed.
Despite the success of this approach, the system was appreciably slow at detecting such an increase
in uncertainty in the control output. In particular, when encountering new obstacles, the system
was only able to detect high uncertainty when reaching too close to the object. This consequently
impeded the control authority to be passed to a safe expert in sufficient time, which resulted in
aggressive maneuvers and ultimately accidents. This limitation was a consequence of the model’s
inability to detect high uncertainty when such anomaly obstacles were distant and occupying limited
space in the visual input.
In this work, we address this major limitation by viewing perceptual control policies as Informa-
tion Processing Architectures (IPAs) and proposing a novel algorithm for safe vision-based control
with quick anomaly detection. We accomplish this by introducing the Perceptual Attention-based
Predictive Control (PAPC) algorithm, which is comprised of the following ingredients: (1) it uses
IL to learn a perceptual controller; (2) it employs BNNs to estimate the uncertainty of the learned
controller; and (3) it incorporates a novel attention mechanism that enhances the uncertainty quan-
tification method to be able to promptly assess unsafe navigation conditions.
In particular, our attention mechanism takes advantage that our MPC expert policy outputs control
and state trajectories. We process these trajectories to train a model to predict the vehicle’s future
trajectory in the pixel space of the visual input. Finally, these pixel trajectories are then used to
place attention on certain parts of the visual input, ultimately enabling our algorithm to detect unsafe
conditions significantly quicker. In this work, we simulate safety hazards with the presence of unseen
obstacles in the navigation path.
In summary, the contributions of this work are provided as follows:
• We introduce the Model Prediction-Network (MP-Net) for learning the vehicle’s trajectories rep-
resented as splines (spline learning) in pixel space. The MP-Net is trained using state trajectories
generated by MPC. We use MP-Net’s output splines to select Region of Interests (ROIs) in the
visual input, where attention is to be placed on.
• We present the eye-inspired Macula-Net, a 3D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that uses
the ROIs mentioned above as input and generates controls as well as estimates of aleatoric and
epistemic uncertainty.
• We integrate all the aforementioned blocks into the PAPC algorithm. PAPC outperforms the prior
state-of-the-art solutions on assessing unsafe navigation conditions via early detection of novel
obstacles in the vehicle’s way. In contrast to traditional methods, detection of these obstacles is
performed without any image classification or object detection.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we detail the building blocks of the proposed Information Processing Architecture
(IPA) for perceptual control.
2.1 Model Predictive Optimal Control
MPC-based optimal controllers (e.g. iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian/Model Predictive Control
Differential Dynamic Programming (iLQG/MPC-DDP) [9], Model Predictive Path Integral [10])
provide planned control trajectories by solving the optimal control problem within a time horizon.
An optimal control problem whose objective is to minimize a task-specific cost function can be
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formulated as follows:
V (x(t0), t0) = min
u(t)
[
φ(x(tf ), tf ) +
∫ tf
t0
`(x(t), u(t), t)dt
]
(1)
subject to dynamics dxdt = f(x(t), u(t), t), where x ∈ Rn represents the system states, u ∈ U ⊂ Rm
represents the control, φ is the state cost at the final time tf , ` is the running cost, and V is the value
function. By solving this optimization problem, we get the future optimal state trajectories from the
optimal control trajectories.
In this paper, we take advantage of the optimal state and control trajectories provided by MPC to
train perceptual control policies in an IL fashion and design an attention mechanism. As will be
explained later, the state trajectories will be used to train CNNs to predict ROIs using raw images
while control action will be used to train another CNN to predict the control action using the ROIs
as input.
2.2 Perceptual Control via Imitation Learning
One of the deep learning-based perceptual control approaches for a navigation task is training agents
to output optimal control actions given image data from cameras.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is one way to train agents to maximize some notion of task-specific
rewards. One of the major problems in RL is the sample-inefficiency problem: the agents have to
randomly explore the action-state space without any prior knowledge of the environment or task.
However, IL uses supervised learning to train a control policy and bypasses the sample-inefficiency
problem in RL. In IL, a policy is trained to accomplish a specific task by mimicking an expert’s
control policy, which in most cases, is assumed to be optimal. Accordingly, IL provides a safer
training process. In this work, we train our control policy in an IL fashion and we use MPC as the
expert policy.
One of the major problems in IL is that the training data collected from an optimal expert does
not usually include demonstrations of failure cases in unsafe situations. Ross et al. [6] introduced
an online dataset aggregation algorithm, DAgger, which mixes the expert’s policy and the learner’s
policy to explore various situations. However, even with the online scheme of collecting datasets,
it is impossible to experience all kinds of unexpected scenarios. Therefore, in order to deploy the
trained policy into safety-critical systems, we need a strategy to detect when our trained model is
going to fail or provide unsafe results.
2.3 Bayesian Neural Networks
The quantification of uncertainty in the model output is a crucial component for the deployment
of DNNs to safety-critical applications. To incorporate this capability to deep learning-based per-
ceptual control policies, we use Bayesian Neural Networks. Currently, Bayes by backpropagation
[11], Monte Carlo (MC) dropout [12], and Deep Ensembles [13] are the most common methods to
instantiate BNNs. In our work, we use the MC-dropout method, which uses the dropout technique
to build a probability distribution over network weights. This allows us to obtain the distribution of
the network prediction at test time.
Kendall and Gal [14] introduced the heteroscedastic loss function which provides two different
notions of uncertainty: aleatoric and epistemic. Aleatoric uncertainty originates from incomplete
knowledge of the environment whereas epistemic uncertainty arises from the lack of sufficient data.
In this work, we use this heteroscedastic loss function to train our Bayesian network and we use the
network’s output variance for the early assessment of unsafe conditions simulated by novel obstacles
in the vehicle’s way.
2.4 B-spline
The B-spline is a collection of Bezier splines that are defined by a set of knot coordinates around
which each spline is centered [15]. This set of splines has the following continuity requirements:
i) The end of the previous curve must have the same value as the start of the next. ii) The first
and second derivatives must be conserved between the intersecting points. Therefore, a high-degree
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B-spline can smoothly approximate a curve. The equation for a k-degree B-Spline is formulated as
S(t) =
∑n
i=0Ni,k(t)Pi, where (P0, P1, . . . , Pn) are control points and Ni,k(t) are the basis func-
tions defined using the recursive Cox-de Boor formula [16]. In this work, the B-spline coefficients
were used to train the Model Prediction Network described in the next section.
3 Model Prediction Network
Our attention mechanism revolves around the idea that the model should focus on areas (ROIs) of
the visual input that the vehicle will navigate towards. Fortunately, the expert MPC’s future state
trajectory output provides us with exactly this vehicle course information.
We first transform the MPC’s state trajectory in the original state space to a corresponding trajectory
in pixel coordinates represented by a spline (as in Fig. 1 (C)). Next, we use these spline trajectories as
targets to train a CNN model we refer to as Model Prediction Network (MP-Net). At test time, when
there is no access to the MPC expert, the MP-Net will output a spline trajectory in pixel space, given
the vehicle’s visual input. Subsequently, we select a specific number of focal points (as in Fig. 1
(D)) along the outputted pixel trajectory, and use these points to create the ROI windows. This
mechanism allows the system to put attention on the image regions corresponding to the vehicle’s
trajectory, therefore increasing sensitivity to safety hazards along this trajectory, even if such hazards
are located far away and rendered small in the visual input.
In Section 3.1, we describe how we obtain the target spline trajectories to train the MP-Net, and in
Section 3.2, we detail how the MP-Net is trained on those targets.
(A) Input image (B) World coordinates (U,V,W) 
and Camera coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
(C) Pixel coordinates (u,v) (D) Output focal points on image
U
V
W
X
Z
Y
u
v
Figure 1: An overview of the Model Prediction Network (MP-Net). (B) From IMU/GPS data, the system
states are estimated and the model predictive controller generates the model’s future path/position in the world
coordinates. From (A) the input image, the MP-Net is trained to predict (C) the B-spline coefficients of the
predicted state trajectory in the pixel coordinates. From the spline coefficients predicted by the MP-Net, we
reconstruct the spline and (D) choose focal points from the reconstructed spline.
3.1 Targets for MP-Net using Coordinate Transformation
As seen in Fig. 1, MP-Net projects the vehicle’s future state trajectory described in the world coor-
dinates onto a 2D image in a moving frame of reference. This coordinate transformation technique
is widely used in 3D computer graphics [17]. The coordinate transformation consists of 4 steps:
World → Robot → Camera → Film → Pixel. We follow the convention in the computer graphics
community and set: the Z (optic)-axis as the vehicle’s longitudinal (roll) axis; the Y-axis as the axis
normal to the road, where the positive direction points upwards; and the X-axis as one perpendicular
on the vehicle’s longitudinal axis, where the positive direction points to the left of the vehicle.
Let us define roll, pitch, yaw angles as φ, θ, ψ, respectively, the camera (vehicle) position as
Ucam, Vcam,Wcam in world coordinates, and the camera focal length as f . Then, we construct the
rotation matrices around the U, V, W-axis RU , RV , RW , the translation matrix Ttl, the robot-to-
camera coordinate transformation matrix Tr→c, and the projection matrix Tc→f→p as:
RU =
[
1 0 0
0 cosφ −sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ
]
, RV =
[
cosθ 0 sinθ
0 1 0
−sinθ 0 cosθ
]
, RW =
[
cosψ −sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
]
,
Ttl =
[
1 0 0 −Ucam
0 1 0 −Vcam
0 0 1 −Wcam
]
, Tr→c =
[
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
]
, Tc→f→p =
[
f/Z 0 oX/Z
0 f/Z oY /Z
]
,
where the projection matrix Tc→f→p projects the point (X,Y, Z) in the camera coordinates into the
film coordinates using the perspective projection equations [17] and the offsets oX and oY transform
the film coordinates to the pixel coordinates by shifting the origin.
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In addition, the total rotation matrix R, the world-to-robot coordinate transformation matrix Tw→r,
and the world-to-pixel transformation matrix T are calculated as
R = RWRVRU ∈ R3×3, Tw→r = RTtl ∈ R3×4, T = Tc→f→pTr→cTw→r ∈ R2×4.
After converting the X, Y, Z-axes to follow the convention in the computer vision community
through Tr→c, the projection matrix Tc→f→p converts the camera coordinates to the pixel coor-
dinates.
We obtain the vehicle (camera) position in pixel coordinates (u,v) with [u′, v′]T =
T [Ucam, Vcam,Wcam, 1]
T . However, this coordinate-transformed point [u′, v′] in the pixel coordi-
nates has the origin at the top left corner of the image. In our work, as we deal with the state trajec-
tory of the vehicle, we rotate the axes by switching u′ and v′, and we define the new origin at the bot-
tom center of the image [w2 , h], where h and w represent the height and width of the image, respec-
tively. Finally, we subtract [v′, u′] from [w2 , h] and get the final expressions [u, v] = [
w
2 , h]− [v′, u′].
3.2 Training MP-Net
Instead of training the MP-Net to predict the entire trajectory in the pixel coordinates, we train it
to learn the spline coefficients of the trajectory. This is possible because the MPC trajectories are
simple and smooth enough to be represented with splines. This greatly simplifies the regression
problem, without jeopardizing performance. To train for spline coefficients, we first fit a spline
through the vehicle’s pixel trajectory and we regress on the spline coefficients. At test time, when
we don’t have access to the MPC expert, we predict spline coefficients and sample a fixed number
of focal points along this spline to create the ROIs.
Another way to generate the focal points is by directly regressing them in pixel space. However, this
is not flexible to changes in the number of focal points, as the network would have to be re-trained
for a different number of points. Our spline-learning approach allows us to generate any number of
focal points, which proved to be very useful during experimentation.
We compared the prediction error of the spline-learning and the direct focal points learning method.
For a fair comparison, we used the same CNN architecture for both methods. For spline-learning, we
trained the MP-Net to predict the eight B-spline coefficients and for the direct focal points learning,
we trained the same model to predict the four focal points [u, v] in the pixel coordinates. Our
experiments showed that the spline-learning method required much fewer training epochs and it
clearly outperformed the direct focal points learning approach. The average testing error (MSE)
in pixel space was 0.4 for the spline-learning method and 25.2 for the direct focal points learning
method. Here, we argue that even with the same number of values, the spline coefficients carry
much more information than pixel position values do.
3D
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
Model
Prediction
Network
Macula
Network
u
Figure 2: An overview of the Perceptual Attention-based Predictive Control (PAPC) algorithm. (A) Input RGB
image with size (64, 128, 3). (B) Focal points (yellow) from the MP-Net-predicted spline. (C) Constructed ROIs
from the focal points. (D) Resized ROIs with the same size (32, 32, 3). Bigger ROI loses more resolution by
downsampling. (E) Stacked 2D images into 3D data (4, 32, 32, 3). This multi-resolution 3D data resembles the
input to the macula in human eyes.
4 Perceptual Attention-based Predictive Control
As described in Fig. 2, once the focal points are obtained from the MP-Net-predicted splines, we
(1) construct ROI windows according to these focal points, (2) perform downsampling to lose some
resolution, which results in putting more attention on the less-downsampled regions, and (3) feed
these processed ROIs into the Macula-Net. The Macula-Net is named after the central part of our
eyes’ retinas, where we get the clearest vision with most resolution. The Macula-Net will take these
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multi-resolution ROIs and output a control mean and variance via the Bayesian MC-dropout method
[12]. For the architecture of the Macula-Net (Fig. 3), we adopted the 3D version of VGG 16 [18].
In addition, to run the PAPC algorithm in real-time (20Hz), 25 Monte Carlo samples were used in
the Macula-Net.
μ
log(σ2)
3D max pooling
3D convolution+ReLU+Dropout+BatchNorm
fully connected+ReLU+Dropout+BatchNorm
linear
(4, 32, 32, 3)
(4, 32, 32, 64)
(4, 16, 16, 128)
(4, 8, 8, 256)
(4, 4, 4, 512)
(4, 2, 2, 512)
(4, 1, 1, 512)
4096 4096
1000
3D
Figure 3: The Macula-Network structure having 3D image
data as an input and control action (mean and variance) as an
output. The network is the 3D version of VGG16 Network
[18] with a Bayesian scheme by dropout.
The Macula-Net is trained using the het-
eroscedastic loss function [14] to produce
a distribution over control actions as an
output. This loss function is defined as
Lh(y, µ, σ) =
∑
i
‖yi − µ‖22
σ2
+ log σ2,
(2)
where y is the target data, and µ and σ rep-
resent the Gaussian distribution of the pre-
diction.
The ROIs are constructed in 3 steps: First,
define the fovea focal point pfovea as the
farthest focal point along the spline. Sec-
ond, construct the smallest ROI, referred
to as fovea, as a window of size 32x32 with pfovea as its center. Third, for each of the other focal
points pi, construct an ROI with center pmid = (pi+ pfovea)/2 and a window size of (wu, wv), where
wu = 2(pmid,u − pfovea,u) + margin, wv = 2(pmid,v − pfovea,v) + margin. In this way, each ROI
can cover the corresponding focal point and the fovea with some margin, defined manually as a
hyperparameter.
Algorithm 1 Perceptual Attention-based Predictive Control
(PAPC)
Input:
oimg,t: Image from a camera at timestep t,
oworld,t: States in world coordinates at timestep t,
N: Number of data points for training, T: MPC timesteps
1: for t = 0 : N do
2: ut,...,t+T , [U, V,W, φ, θ, ψ]t,...,t+T ←MPC(oworld,t)
3: end for
% Generate a dataset to train MP-Net.
4: [u, v]← CoordinateTransform(U, V,W, φ, θ, ψ) ; Section 3.1
5: Cpixel ← Spline(u, v) ; Section 2.4
6: ROIs← GenerateROIs(oimg, Cpixel) ; Section 4
7: while Training MP-Net do
8: Cˆpixel ←MP-Net(oimg)
9: Loss = MSE(Cpixel, Cˆpixel)
10: Update MP-Net
11: end while
12: while Training Macula-Net do
13: ROIs← GenerateROIs(oimg,MP-Net(oimg))
14: uˆmean, uˆvar ←Macula-Net(ROIs)
15: Loss = Lh(u, uˆmean, uˆvar) ; Eq. (2)
16: Update Macula-Net
17: end while
18: while Testing do
19: uˆmean, uˆvar ←Macula
(
GenerateROIs
(
oimg, MP-Net(oimg)
))
20: end while
Output: uˆmean, uˆvar: control distribution
One of the main advantages of our
method is that the network can fo-
cus on the important/task-related
regions of the image, while also
eliminating irrelevant parts of the
image. This effect can be seen in
Fig. 2, in which unimportant fea-
tures (e.g. buildings, sky, trees,
etc.) are filtered out with the ROIs.
We resize all ROIs into the same
size as the smallest ROI, which is
constructed from the farthest fo-
cal point generated by the MP-Net.
The resizing step is inspired by
the Glimpse Sensor [19], where
multiple resolution patches were
used to improve classification per-
formance. Unlike the Glimpse
Sensor, we do not use a simple
fully connected layer after the con-
catenated multi-resolution 2D im-
ages. Rather, we process 3D con-
volutions to extract 3D information
among the stacked images.
Through the resizing step, the
smallest ROI from the farthest fo-
cal point maintains its resolution,
while the bigger ROIs downsam-
ple to the fixed size, thus obtaining
lower resolution. In this manner, the network resembles the parafovea/perifovea area of the macula.
In particular, this resemblance emerges from the mechanism that our eyes focus on a specific region
with high resolution (fovea), while other surrounding regions are blurred out with lower resolution
(parafovea/perifovea).
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We stacked images in 3D, resulting in another dimension, z. Because the number of stacked images
is relatively small, we do not want this dimension to be reduced and lose information by a pooling
layer (Fig. 3). Therefore, the 3D max-pooling layers in the network act as 2D max-pooling layers,
as they do not pool the z-dimension. For 3D filters, (3, 3, 3) kernels are used.
Finally, we combine MPC and the attention-based image processing, using the MP-Net (Fig. 1) and
the Macula-Net (Fig. 3), into the PAPC algorithm, described in Algorithm 1.
5 Experimental Results
Figure 4: Top: The
autonomous driving
simulation environment.
Bottom: The 1/5 scale
AutoRally vehicle with
onboard cameras used
for the experiments.
For our experiments, we tested our algorithm on autonomous driving tasks
in a simulated environment using the ROS Gazebo simulator [20] as well
as with real hardware with a 1/5 scale AutoRally vehicle [21]. In particular,
we show successful results of our attention mechanism for evaluating safety
conditions. We obtain these results by examining our model’s behavior
when encountering safety hazard obstacles in the vehicle’s path.
All of the simulation and real-world experiments including the failure cases
can be found in the supplementary material and the video.
5.1 Setup
Obstacles DropoutVGG[7] PAPC[Ours]
Min: 0.37 m
Avg: 0.39 m
Max: 0.42 m
4.28 m
6.87 m
9.22 m
Min: 2.20 m
Avg: 2.54 m
Max: 2.86 m
4.81 m
5.48 m
6.25 m
Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.00 m
Max: 0.00 m
6.80 m
7.25 m
7.83 m
Min: 2.12 m
Avg: 2.25 m
Max: 2.44 m
7.62 m
6.87 m
8.33 m
Min: 1.28 m
Avg: 2.06 m
Max: 2.44 m
6.55 m
7.51 m
8.17 m
Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.63 m
Max: 2.51 m
10.58 m
11.28 m
14.96 m
Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.26 m
Max: 1.29 m
6.91 m
12.55 m
14.63 m
Min: 0.00 m
Avg: 0.67 m
Max: 4.11 m
6.17 m
10.09 m
13.25 m
Table 1: Distance left from the ob-
ject when the network detects it. Top
5 objects are tested in the ROS Gazebo
simulator and the bottom 3 objects are
tested with our real hardware.
We conducted 100 test runs with 5 different obstacles in ROS
Gazebo to evaluate PAPC’s performance compared to the state
of the art. In the real hardware experiments, we conducted
10 trials per obstacle and per network for comparison. All of
the experiments were done with NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050
Ti GPU for the real hardware experiments and 1060 GPU for
simulation experiments.
MP-Net and Macula-Net were both trained with Adam [22]
optimizer in TensorFlow [23]. Additionally, we used the Con-
crete Dropout method [24] to find the optimal dropout prob-
ability per layer in our Bayesian Network. After every con-
volution and fully connected layer, we performed batch nor-
malization [25] to speed up the training and there was no data
aggregation involved except for the 3D stack part.
We set a threshold for the output variance signal to 3-10 times
larger than the maximum value of the usual variance in the
normal scenario (without any novel obstacles). The specific
threshold we set depends on the number of samples we choose
for the MC-dropout. The usual output variance in the normal
situation without any novel object in the scene was between
10−5 and 10−4, depending on the number of MC samples as
well. We used this threshold to classify an unsafe driving con-
dition and execute an emergency stop.
In addition, we observed that out of the two uncertainties (epis-
temic and aleatoric) we get from our Bayesian network trained
with the heteroscedastic loss functionLh, the value of the epis-
temic uncertainty showed a drastic change reacting to the novel
obstacles in the vehicle’s trajectory whereas the value of the
aleatoric uncertainty does not show such a big difference. This is reasonable because the epistemic
uncertainty originates from the lack of data and is therefore expected to provide large variance given
input data from the tail of the distribution. Therefore, we used the epistemic uncertainty to quantify
the safety of the navigation condition under our network controller.
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5.2 Result analysis
Our policy not only performs the original driving task, but it can also assess the safety of the current
navigation conditions by quantifying uncertainty in its control policy. In particular, this safety mech-
anism worked successfully with our vehicle promptly detecting safety hazard obstacles in sufficient
time.
ROI 2 ROI 3  ROI 4 
Input
Max 
Pool 1
Max 
Pool 2
ROI 1
Figure 5: Input stacked 3D ROIs and the
averaged feature activation maps after
the first two max-pooling layers. Lighter
color represents more activation. The
smallest ROI, ROI 1, is more activated by
the new object than the track/road bound-
ary. As the ROI becomes larger, it tends
to be activated from the track boundary
than from the new object.
To quantify the quality of our safety method enhanced with
our attention mechanism, we place novel obstacles in the
track and record the distance of the vehicle from the obstacle
right when the system declared unsafe driving conditions.
We showed in our previous work [7] the increased variance
signal from the BNN when a vehicle saw a novel object on
the road. However, as previously mentioned, the increase of
the variance signal was not fast enough to avoid new obsta-
cles at a high speed.
With our results summarized in Table 1, we show that
our PAPC algorithm has a significantly faster mechanism
for identifying unsafe driving conditions. Our method en-
ables the vehicle to stop significantly farther away from the
safety hazard obstacles, therefore providing the vehicle with
enough time to avoid any collisions.
5.3 Analysis of attention mechanism
We analyze the MP-Net by plotting the averaged feature maps after the first two max-pooling layers
per ROI (Fig. 5). ROI 1 (fovea) is activated to the feature of a new obstacle, more than the track
boundary. However, interestingly, as the ROI becomes larger and downsampled, we can see that the
ROI is more activated by the track boundary. From this combination of multi-resolution 3D inputs,
the PAPC algorithm is able to detect distant obstacles while focusing on the task-related features.
Moreover, we can see that in Fig. 5 the deeper layers (closer to the output layer) tend to focus more
on a single feature. For example in ROI 2, after the first max-pooling layer, the neurons are activated
almost equally from both the new object and the track boundary. However, after two convolutional
layers and a max-pooling layer, the neurons are activated only from the feature of the track boundary.
This pattern is also seen in other ROIs.
Finally, in Fig. 5, we can also see that the resolution of the ROIs becomes lower as the ROI becomes
larger since it needs more downsampling. From this downsampling, we can observe the loss of
information on the bigger ROIs, where the brightness also has been changed.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a novel IPA, namely the PAPC algorithm, which performs vision-
based navigation and incorporates a highly proficient attention mechanism to assess the safety of the
navigation conditions under the network controller. We emphasize here that the PAPC can be used
in any autonomous system that performs navigation using visual sensors for safe path planning and
control (e.g. visuomotor for manipulation [26]).
In addition, while our initial goal is to use the PAPC architecture as the main system for navigation,
its operational role can also be used as a secondary safety controller with the sole purpose of eval-
uating the safety of the navigation conditions. PAPC’s safety evaluation method can be integrated
into decision-making modules to build other robust/adaptive controllers.
The proposed algorithm is validated in both simulation and real-world by outperforming the state-
of-the-art approach in a safety-aware autonomous driving task.
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Appendix
A1 Comparison Plot
Fig. 6 shows the comparison between our proposed approach, PAPC, and the state-of-the-art method
DropoutVGG [7] for detecting a new obstacle.
Figure 6: The Output variance plot from Bayesian networks. It shows the epistemic
uncertainty from the MC-dropout. PAPC shows an earlier detection of the novel obstacle
compared to the DropoutVGG [7].
A2 Failure Cases
As shown in Fig. 7, our network sometimes fails, depending on the object size or color. PAPC was
not able to detect a can in the simulation environment and a detergent container in the real world.
We argue that their distributions were not different enough from the training data, even though the
fovea ROI caught the object correctly. However, when the vehicle gets closer to the objects, the
fovea ROI has already passed it, so no more strong attentions exist at that time. We believe these
kinds of smaller objects or those having a similar distribution to the training data without obstacles
can be detected by increasing the number of focal points and ROIs, with the fovea having a smaller
window. Having more ROIs will require faster GPUs and smaller network structures to run the
network in real time, however.
A3 Data Distribution Visualization with t-SNE
Because the Macula-Network uses the Bayesian dropout [12] approach to determine whether ROI
contains a new obstacle, it is useful to analyze how the distribution of the ROIs with and without
obstacle differ from one another. We use the t-SNE technique for dimensionality reduction in order
to visualize the high dimensional ROI images that the Macula-Network takes in as input (Fig. 8). We
run t-SNE with perplexity values around 60 with simulated and real-world ROI data. In addition, we
not only run t-SNE with the ROI images but also with the output of the first fully-connected layer
in the Macula-Net. Using a middle layer allows us to visualize how the Macula-Net itself interprets
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Figure 7: The failure cases of detecting a novel beer can in the ROS Gazebo simulator and the detergent
container at the real track. Even though the fovea (red box) caught the objects, the PAPC did not output any
meaningful signal.
Figure 8: A screenshot of the 3D t-SNE plot of the 3rd max-pooling layer in the Macula-Net. The colorful
cluster shows how the Macula-Net is able to abstract the presence of an obstacle in its way. The 3D plot is best
viewed in the video: https://youtu.be/-Zmi0HCvM9I.
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the ROI images. In Fig. 5, we show that the Macula-Net features of the images with obstacles lie in
a noticeably different distribution (colorful cluster) as the images with no obstacles. This shows that
the Macula-Net was able to capture a change in the distribution of the ROIs when an obstacle is put
in the track. Because these image samples with obstacles lie in a different distribution as compared
to the training data, the Bayesian network inside the Macula-Net will output control values with high
variance, thus indicating the policy that it is no longer safe to drive. In this manner, the algorithm
will be able to tell when to concede control to a safer controller.
A4 Expert Model Predictive Controller used to train the model
In this work, iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian/Model Predictive Control Differential Dynamic
Programming [9] was used as an expert controller to drive the vehicle on the track. Using an on-
board GPS and a IMU sensor, the state estimation was performed and the particle filter was used for
filtering it. With the estimated 12 states x = [U, V,W, φ, θ, ψ, U˙ , V˙ , W˙ , φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙], the task-dependent
cost function Eq. (1) was optimized with the nonlinear vehicle dynamics model in the DDP algo-
rithm. In our experiments, the nonlinear vehicle dynamics are learned from collected data using
deep feedforward neural networks. DDP optimization results then provided planned future path of
the model within a time horizon along with control trajectories. DDP was performed iteratively with
a receding-horizon fashion in 50Hz.
For autonomous driving task on a track, the running cost and the terminal cost was designed to stay
at the center of the track depending on U and V . Before running DDP, the center line data (U, V )
of the track/map were collected with GPS, and used as some notion of way points which our robot
could follow. Additionally, to maintain a certain speed, a quadratic speed cost depending on U˙ and
V˙ was added to the running cost and the terminal cost.
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